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Although a great deal of research has focused on the study

of the embodiment of cognition, only recently has the

association between the embodiment of cognition and

social cognition been acknowledged. Current behavioural

and neuroscientific research in cognitive psychology has

started to provide empirical evidence, demonstrating the

clear link between embodied cognition and cognitive pro-

cesses dependent on social situations (see Leung et al.

2011). That is, sensorimotor experience with the environ-

ment can be shown to shape the acquisition and use of

knowledge where this environment is embedded in social

situations. Hence, cognition is both embodied and social

and is referred to as embodied social cognition (EmSoCo).

The five empirical articles composing this special section

provide some examples of the cutting edge research being

carried out in relation to EmSoCo.

As gestures are kinesic components essential to com-

munication (see Cevasco and Marmolejo-Ramos 2013),

their role in cognition is, therefore, straightforward. Par-

zuchowski et al. demonstrate that gestures of honesty, e.g.

putting a hand on one’s heart, can influence the judgment

of others and one’s actions. This supports the idea that

abstract concepts are associated with concrete actions and

that non-verbal behaviour serves to convey social signals

(see also Tagai et al. 2013).

That bodily actions portray and communicate social

clues, requires also that emotional correlates be appraised.

As shown by Stins et al., body sway is influenced by

emotionally valenced facial expressions only when an

explicit emotional assessment is required; when emotional

assessment is irrelevant the effect vanishes. This finding

demonstrates that people tend to approach positive and

avoid negative situations (see Eerland et al. 2012), but adds

the cautionary note that such affect only manifests when an

explicit emotion is task relevant.

Marmolejo-Ramos et al. have also demonstrated that

only when explicit evaluation of the emotionality of stimuli

is required, does an association between emotions and

concrete concepts emerge. Specifically, these researchers

found that emotion concepts can be mapped on vertical

spatial locations such that positive concepts are mapped

onto upper locations and negative concepts onto lower

locations. Although current research has already demon-

strated such an association (e.g. Ansorge and Bohner

2013), Marmolejo-Ramos et al. extend those results by

showing that the effect also holds for linguistic units larger

than words, but only when the emotional evaluation is task

relevant.

Abstract concepts, e.g. happiness and honesty, can be

understood as being mediated by knowledge of concrete

entities that can be linked to the abstract referents by

conceptual metaphors or metaphoric mapping (see Landau

et al. 2010). Metaphoric mapping occurs when, for

instance, emotions are mapped onto spatial locations (as

described above). But less is known about how other

abstract concepts, such as time, are mapped onto space.

Xue et al. use event-related potentials from Chinese–Eng-

lish bilinguals to demonstrate that sensorimotor systems
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activate during the processing of temporal markers

embedded in sentences presented in these two languages.

Although the authors refer to embodied theories of cogni-

tion, they present interesting ideas concerning how meta-

phoric mappings can explain the results that were found.

Behavioural and neuropsychological evidence indicates

that language is grounded in the brain’s motor system (see

current evidence by Cardona et al. 2014). Although most

studies in the embodiment framework have used emotion,

action and abstract words, very few studies have focused

on concepts that refer to schematic representations of

embodied experiences. Prieto Velasco and Tercedor Sán-

chez investigate how concepts referring to image schemas

underlie verbal and visual representations of the human

body in medical texts. The authors focus particularly on the

concept of ‘pain’. Their work provides insights as to how

the concept of ‘pain’ is verbally and graphically repre-

sented from a medical standpoint. Their findings are in line

with current research in cognitive linguistics suggesting

that conceptual knowledge, via words and concepts, is

closely linked to perceptual properties (see Milin and

Zdravković 2013).

Embodied cognition has evolved from the biological

notion of autopoiesis (see Maturana 2002) to the psycho-

logical notion of embodiment which is now enriched

through its application in accounting for social cognition.

Such evolution from biological to psychological notions is

evidenced by recent research demonstrating that from early

developmental stages, humans display bodily interactions

that can be seen as precursors of social skills (see inter-

esting work by Castiello et al. 2010). Thus, EmSoCo is a

new field of research that extends the broad field of cog-

nitive science. It is expected that future work will not only

address new and compelling questions but will also

develop new methodologies to help answer these questions.

We hope the articles presented in the current special sec-

tion will provide novel insights on the ways in which social

processes reflect the embodiment of cognition. While

EmSoCo is still in its infancy, the present studies form a

basis for future studies that will either corroborate, extend

or even refute the present findings.
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